
Day 1: Australia -  - Cancun (D) if All Inclusive package is selected 

Today depart Australia for Mexico! On arrival you will pick you up at airport then 

transferred to the hotel. The rest of day is at leisure to relax after your flight. 

Please note: Some flights arrive in the evening on day 1 

Day 2: Cancun - Chichen Itza - Izamal - Dzidzantun (B,L,D) 
 

Today, depart Cancun and head deep into the rainforests of the Yucatan peninsula in 

search of the legendary Maya city of Chichen Itza, which has been laboriously 

reclaimed from the jungle. Learn about the Maya and their civilisation as you admire 

the scale and detail of this ancient city. Behold the geometric perfection of the 25-

metre-tall Temple of Kukulkan, popularly known as El Castillo (‘the Castle’), which 

was built both as a representation of the mystical Maya calendar and to reflect the 

optical illusion of a serpent snaking its way up or down the pyramid during the 

spring and autumn equinoxes. Admire the Great Ball Court, the largest of 13 

discovered at the site, see the haunting Skull Platform, where the heads of human 

sacrifice victims and prisoners of war were impaled, and also the Sacred Cenote, 

where sacrifice victims were dumped. Also extremely well-preserved are the Temple 

of the Warriors, the Ossuary, the Nunnery and adjacent Church, and the large 

observatory known as the Snail. After a delicious lunch in a traditional restaurant in 

Chichen Itza, continue to Izamal, whose Mayan name means ‘Heavenly Dew’. In the 

centre, see the Convent of St Anthony of Padua, which stands on a former Maya 

pyramid. Izamal is known as the ‘Yellow City’ due to the yellow and cream hues of its 

buildings. Head to Dzidzantun for check-in at the hotel, spending the night in a 

luxurious Maya-style cottage.  

Day 2: Dzidzantun - Tixkokob - Uxmal - Sotuta de Peon (B,L,D)  

Morning free at leisure after breakfast at the hacienda. Maybe explore the landscaped 

gardens or cycle around the estate, or avail of an optional boat tour in the waters of 

Dzilam de Bravo to learn about the fauna of the Caribbean – and with a bit of luck, 

spot some flamingos. The tour also includes a swim in a cenote. After lunch at the 

hacienda, depart for Tixkokob to learn about the townspeople and see the 

marketplace, the main church (18th century) and find out about the local  
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economy, with the most famous product being hammocks, whose manufacture can be seen 

in many of the homes. Continue towards Uxmal and enjoy a guided tour of this UNESCO 

World Heritage Site, which as you approach it comes into view as it rises above the canopy 

of the jungle. Unlike other Mayan cities, Uxmal was devoured by the rainforest after the 

Spaniards had arrived. The most famous structure is the 35-metre-tall Pyramid of the 

Magician, which towers over the remarkably well-preserved Nunnery Quadrangle with its 

ornately carved interior and exterior walls. Across the central plaza, just beyond the 

ballgame court, is the Governor’s Palace with its elaborately decorated roof. At the 

southern end of the main complex is the Great Pyramid, of which only one side has been 

excavated with the other three still unclaimed from the bush. Enjoy also a spectacular 

sound and light show with dinner.  

 

Day 4: Sotuta de Peon - Merida - Sotuta de Peon (B,L) 

 

Enjoy a morning free at leisure after breakfast at the hacienda. Perhaps join an optional 

guided tour of the estate, which dates from the 19th century and which has a still-

functioning factory producing henequen fibre, using the traditional method. The tour ends 

with a swim in the hacienda’s cenote. Lunch is in the hacienda. In the afternoon, head to 

the ‘white city’ of Merida, the capital of Yucatan, to enjoy a tour of the old town. Explore 

the tree-lined Paseo de Montejo, which boasts a beguiling collection of mansions and 

palaces built by wealthy planters in the 19th century. In the city centre, appreciate the 

splendid Plaza Grande, location of the cathedral and the 16th century Spanish plateresque-

style Montejo House, whose carved stone façade is one of Merida’s most popular 

landmarks. See also the Governor’s Palace, the city hall and more, and then have some free 

time to wander around the city before returning to the hacienda. 

 

Day 5: Sotuta de Peon—Ek’Balam – Vallabolid - Cancun (B,L) 

 

Breakfast at the hacienda is followed by departure for the archaeological site of Ek’ Balam, 

which in the Mayan language means ‘Black Jaguar’. Visit the Central Square and its 

ceremonial structures such as the main pyramid, which is known as the Acropolis, to enjoy 

the views over this complex boasting some 45 structures. It is one of the most impressive 

Maya ruins and features a royal entrance with a remarkably well-preserved stucco fresco  



surrounded by the open jaws and fangs of a jaguar. Continue to Hubiku, an almost-

circular, half-open cenote for a swim followed by lunch. Hibiku is located some 10km from 

Valladolid (one of Mexico’s ‘magical towns’, a designation awarded to select locations 

famed for their cultural and historical heritage) where you have free time to explore the 

town. Continue to the Cancun for drop off at your hotel. The rest of the evening is at 

leisure. 

 

Day 6: Cancun (B)  

(B,L,D) if All Inclusive package is selected 

 

Today is free to do as little or as much as you like. Either relax in your resort, lounge on the 

beach or explore Cancun.  

 

Day 7: Cancun (B) 

(B,L,D) if All Inclusive package is selected 

 

Today is free to do as little or as much as you like. Either relax in your resort, lounge on the 

beach or explore Cancun.  

 

Day 8: Cancun (B) 

(B,L,D) if All Inclusive package is selected 

 

This morning is free to do as little or as much as you like. Either relax in your resort, lounge 

on the beach or explore Cancun. This afternoon you’ll be transferred to the airport for your 

onward flight home. 

 

Day 9: In flight  

 

Day 10: Australia  

 

Arrive home today. 


